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THE STRUCTURE OF BIVARIATE POISSON DISTRIBUTION

BY KAZUTOMO KAWAMURA

0. Summary.

In this paper we consider the structure of two dimensional Poisson distribu-
tion. In section 1 the famous Poisson's theorem and an example are stated, in
section 2 two dimensional Bernoulli distribution is defined and by the n inde-
pendent convolution, two dimensional binomial distribution is defined as in one
dimensional case and in section 3 the main result of this paper is stated that
under some conditions the two dimensional binomial distribution approaches to
two dimensional Poisson distribution and adding another condition it approaches
to the distribution of independent type.

1. Poisson's theorem.

It is well known fact as Poisson's theorem that for given sequence of pro-
babilities (pn) such that />n->0 («— >oo) we have

2n

m

->0 as n-+oo
m
- -

l

for all non-negative integer m where

λn = npn, Pn(m] = ί ̂  ) AΛ1 -£»)*"*•

Furthermore if npn-*λ («— >oo) then we have

χm

Pn(w)-> — r- e~λ (n-*oo).
ml

As an example of this theorem we consider a Bernoulli trial that event S
occurs on a given unit space with probability p and S doesn't occur on this
space with probability I— p. If we have n independent observations of the Bernoulli
trial and we put the number of occurence of S in the n observations as X then the
random variable X takes the value 0, 1, ~,n and the distribution is binomial:
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We assume that the number n of trials increases to infinity while the mean
value np converges to λ. The probability of occurence of the event S and the area
of the space or the length of the time interval of the Bernoulli trial are propor-
tional. This assumption is natural one: we devide the whole space to n subspaces
which are of same quality, then the probability of occurence of S becomes λ/n. By
the Poisson's theorem the distribution of the number X of occurence of S as n-+co
under the condition is given by

k)=-e-' (*=0,1,2, )

2. Definition of bivariate binomial distribution.

1. Bivariate Bernoulli distribution.

Consider a pair of random variables (X, Y) which has a joint distribution

P(X=Q, F=0)=/>oo, P(X=l, F=0)=/>ιo,

P(X=Q, y=l)=/>oι and P(X=1, Y=ΐ)=pn

where

Poo +PiQ +Poι +Pιι = 1.

In such case we say that this distribution has bivariate Bernoulli law.
The marginal distribution of X is given by P(X==Q)=p0()+p01 and P(X=l)

=pιo+pn, that is, X is distributed by univariate Bernoulli law with parameter
pio+pn then the mean value of X is given by pio+pu and similarly we have the
marginal distribution of Y is given by P(F=0) =poo+pιo and P(Y=ϊ)=poι+pn,
that is, F is distributed by univariate Bernoulli law with parameter p01+pu then
the mean value of Y is given by poi+pn

E(X) =pu +pn, E( Y) =pQ1 +pn.

The covariance of the pair (X, Y) is given by

Cov(X, Y)=E[(X-E(X))(Y~E(Y))]

= E(X Y)-E(X)E(Y).

The first term of this equation becomes

Then we have
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The coefficient of the correlation R(X, F) of the pair (X, F) is defined by

We have

VarCX") - ( pw +/>ιι)(l - (p10 +pu}) = (/>ιo +£n)( A>o +Aι),

Var( F) = ( Au +/>n)(l - ( Poi +Aι)) - ( An +Pιι)(P™ +Pιo).

and

rγ v y \ ___ pQopll—piopoi _______________
( ' V(^+^χ^^+^Γ) V(p^+pΰ)~CP^Jw*) '

LEMMA I. If a pair of random variable (X, Y) has a bivariate Bernoulli
law with parameters poo,pιo,poι and pn summing up to unity and the covariance
Cov(X, Y) equals to zero: the two random variables X and Y are uncorrelated,
then the two random variables X, Y are independent.

2. Bivariate binomial distribution.

We shall derive the distribution of the sum of n mutually independent random
vectors (Xi, Fi), (X2y F2), " ,CXn, Yn) which have the same bivariate Bernoulli dis-
tribution law. We shall calculate the probabilities P(Σ?-ι-X» = *, Σ?=ι^ = 0 fc>r

all k and / satisfying Q^k^n, O^l^n. If we assume the events (0,0), (1,0), (0,1)
and (1,1) occur respectively a, β, γ and δ times with a + β+γ+δ^n then the sum
of pairs (Σt-i-Xi, Σ?-^*) equals to (β+δ, r+§).

The probability of the event described above equals to

by the notion of multinomial distribution. Then the probability

is given by the sum of the probabilities Paβγδ where α, β, γ and δ take all over
the values of non-negative integral values satisfying the conditions β+δ = k,

=l and a

P( Σ X*=k, Σ Y*=
\ι=ι i-i

Σ
β+δ=k
r+δ=ί

a+β+γ+δ=n
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where k and / are non-negative integers satisfying 0^i&, ί^n.
For an example of this bivariate binomial distribution we consider the experi-

ment that for given n spaces of same quality we distribute the following four
events independently, a) neither white nor black ball exists, b) one white and no
black ball exists, c) one black and no white ball exists and d) both white and
black ball exist. The given four events have the pattern

o

with probabilities p00, pί0, poί and pn. The probabilities of the n independent sam-
ples, for example,

1 O o

is given by the product of n probabilities p1Q,pOQ,plίt ••-,p0 ί,p0 0. The probability
that the sum of the while ball and the sum of the black ball in first n independent
samples equal k and / is given by the bivariate binomial distribution.

We shall derive the marginal distributions of the bivariate binomial distribu-
tion as follows:

n\

τ-\-β+γ + δ = n
a\ βl γl δl

nl

'.+ ?.-.

(n-k)

a\ γlk\(n-k)\

The marginal distribution of Σ?=ι^ is binomial distribution b(k\ ntpιQ+pn)
with parameter pw+pn. We can immediately understand this fact from the
white and black ball model described above. Similary we have the fact that the
marginal distribution of Σ?=ι^ is binomial distribution /;(/; n,poι+pn) with para-
meter poi+pn.

Σ Y^=l =
t = ι /

The expected value of Σ?=ι^ and Σ?=ι^ is given by

E(Σΐ-ιXJ = nE(X) = n(Pιo+Pn) and E(Σ^Yt) = n

respectively. The covariance of Σ"=ιX and Σ?=ι^ is given by
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= Σ £^y,+ Σ £XiϊV- Σ
t=l t^; 1=1 ι*j

= Σ [EXlYί-EXiEYί] + Σ [EXlYj-EXiEYj\.
1 = 1

If i*rj then (Xτ, Yτ) and (̂ , F, ) are mutually independent random vectors,
that is, if i ̂  j then Xl and Y3 are mutually independent random variables.
Therefore if i^j the expected value E(XlYj) becomes E(Xί)E(YJ): if i^j then

) = 0. Then we have

The inside of the bracket [ ] on the right side of the equality above is the
covariance of X^ and Y%. Xl and Yτ (ί — 1, 2, •••, n) have the same covariance
Cov(^Γ, F). Then we have

Cov(Σ X^, Σ Y?)=Σ Cov(^Γ, F).
\t = l ι=l I l=l

In section 2—1 we have derived the result

then we have

Σ

We shall show the modification of the joint distribution of Σ?=Ά and

p / v-t y r, γι τ/ r\ v~ι'
Γ I Zj Λ-i —κ) Li-Li — 1'}— Z-i

If we assume ^>0o, pio, Poi and ^n are positive and Cov(^Γ, F)=0 then we have J^
and F are independent by lemma 1. The sum (Σ?=A> ΣΓ=ι^) of n independent
vectors (Xl9 YJ, (Xt, F2), -, (Xn, Yn) has
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=Σ Cov(Xt, Yl) =

Therefore if we assume Cov(Σ?=A, Σ?-ι^i)=0 then we have Cov(^, F) = 0. If
poo, pw, Poi and pu are positive then Xv and Y% are independent for all z = l, 2, ~ yn.
We have concluded that Σ?=A and Σ?=ιFt are mutually independent under the
assumption described above.

LEMMA 2. If the covariance Cov(Σ?=A, Σ?=ιFz) of the sum of n independent
random pairs (Xlt Yi), (Xz, ¥2), '-,(Xn, Yn) of same bivariate Bernoulli distribution
with positive parameters poo, Pw, poi and pu equals to zero then Σ?=ιX and Σ?=ι^
are mutually independent random variables. In another words if (X, Y) has
bivariate binomial law and if the covariance Cov(X, Y) equals to zero then X and
Y are mutually independent under the assumption pQO, pio, poi and />n>0.

Next we shall derive the bivariate generating functions of the bivariate
Bernoulli distribution and the bivariate binomial distribution. Let us define the
generating function of (X, F) of bivariate Bernoulli law as

)= Σ
α=0,l,/3=0,l

Si V

If we assume that poQ,pιo,poι ana pu are positive and Cov(X, Y)=poopn—pιopoι
—0 then we have poopιι=pιopoι and

Q(SI, 52) =A)o +pιoSι +po

The generating function of w independent sum (Σ?=ιX» Σ?=ι^) is given by

[0(Sι, 52)]n = (poo +^ιo5ι +/>oι52 +^>ι151S2)
rl.

If Cov(^Γ, F) = 0 and pOQ, p10, pϋl and pn are positive then we have

o +ί i ι)Sιf[( poo +pι«) + (poi +Pn)s2]
n.

3. Bivariate Poisson distribution.

1. In this section we consider the limiting distribution of bivariate binomial
distribution as n— >oo when the probabilities are expressed as pw = λιo/n, poι = 201/n
and pu=λn/n. In the section 1 we have observed the famous Poisson's theorem.
In this section we shall discuss the consideration of introduction to multivariate
Poisson distribution. First we shall construct the bivariate binomial distribution
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having the condition that for any n the probabilities p10, poί and plλ are expressed
by pιo = λιoln, poi^toi/n and pn = λuln then the joint distribution of the sum vector
of n independent vectors (Xlt FI), •••, (Xn> Yn) of bivariate Bernoulli law is given
by the definition of the bivariate binomial distribution

mιn(fc, 0

ni _ /
!(fc-d)!(/--d)!d! \ n

The term of the right side converges to

as ?2— KX). See Kendall and Stuart [3]. And the sum of the right side becomes to
δ varying 0, 1, 2, •••, mm(k, /) as n increases to infinity. Then we have the main
theorem.

THEOREM 3. 1. The sum of n independent bivariate Bernoulli vectors (Xi, FI),
~,(Xn,Yn) of the same distribution p00, p10, pOΪ and pu where npoι = λ0ι, npιo=210

and npn = λn are fixed values then the limiting distribution of the sum vector
(X, Y) of the n vectors is given by the form

ιmn(M) 5 fc-33 l-δ} δ

_ — _, -- (k_δ)l(l_δ}lδl

The marginal distribution of the bivariate Poisson distribution is given by the
following lemma.

LEMMA 3. 1. We have

K

P(Y=l)= . , , , .

expected values and the variances of X and Y are given by

Proof. We have

=k)= Σ P(X=k, Y=l
1=0

co mm(fc,0 2.*-*
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The sum is expressed such that if / = 0 then δ = 0 only and if / = 1 then δ = 0,1
and if ••• and if / — k then d — 0,1, ••-,/? and if l = k + \ then d = 0,1, ~ ,k and
if ••• then the sum becomes to if δ = 0 then / — 0,1, 2, •••, k, k + l, - and if o = l
then I — 1, 2, ••-, k, k +1, ••• and if ••• and if δ = k then / = k, k -f 1, ••• and if •••

Γ 0 0 3 fc 3 £ 3 0 co 3 fc-13 £-13 1 co 3 θ 3 £ - f c 3 f c η
r x _ yi /IQ /pi / l l y, /10 /Ol / l l _1_ V - C ^ l o + ̂ Ol+^l l )
; " Lti k\ l\ 0! έί T^ΰΰ/3!)!̂ !" h W.(l-k)\k\ A

V λ kλ ϋ λ Jc~~1λ 1 ^ °/l /c Ί

And similarly we have

=>fe, F=/)

The sum is expressed as if A = 0 then 5 = 0 only and if k = l then β = 0, 1 and if •••, and
if /? = / then <5 = 0, !,••-,/ and if k = l+l. then d = 0, !,-••,/ and if ••• then the sum
becomes to if δ = 0 then β = 0, 1, ••-,/, /+!, ••• and if d = l then ^ = 1, ••-,/, /+!,•••
and if ••• and if r?=/ then ^ = /, /-f-1, ••• and if •••

3
ΛI

A!

~) 1 3 0 co } £-13 i-i 3 1 oo 3 fc~ij 0 3 i i
/oi / l l ^ /IQ /Ql /ll _L V Λ l° 01 /:L1

! /! 0! άi '(ft-l)!(/-l)!lf ά1,, ~(ftW)ίθΠΓ J '

Γ

L ! (/— 1)! 1! 0! /!

— ^tul ' ^")* Γ-rx0 1^ιO /—n 1 ? ...— .̂  e; υ , ί — u, i, ώ, •••.

Hence the marginal distribution of Jί is Poisson with parameter Λι 0 + Λn and the
marginal distribution of Y is Poisson with parameter Λi + Λi Then the mean
values and the variances of X and Y equales to the parameters respectively.
The covariance of bivariate Poisson distribution is given by the following lemma.

LEMMA 3. 2. If the random variables X and Y have the joint probability
distribution given in the theorem 3.1, then we have the fact that the covariance of X
and Y equals to Λn.

Proof. The generating function h(sίy s2) of (X, Y) is given by
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sι, sa)]n

= lim [poo

, . I - . Λ I O ~f~/01
lim 1
n— >co L n

,. -j Λ I O ~i~^oi ~
lim 1
W-^oo L

χ
- H i

n
Λ O I

u
ΛH

T
see Feller [1]. Then we have generally

and

We put 51 = 52 = 1 then

Therefore we have

l9sj= Σ P(X=k, Y=ί)Sl

ks2
k,L

= Σ

- Σ k lP(X=k, Y=l
ι k,ι

Y)

If we put 5ι=s2 = l then

and by the lemma 3.1 E(X)=λw+λn, E(Y)=λoι+λn we have

Cov(X, Y)=E(XY)-E(X)E(Y)=λu.

And we have easily obtain the value of correlation coefficient of the bivariate
Poisson distribution.

LEMMA 3. 3. If the random vector (X, Y) has the joint probability distribution
given in the theorem 3. 1, then we have that the coefficient of correlation of the
vector equals to

Proof. The coefficient of correlation of the vector (X, Y), R(X, Y) is defined

by
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Cov(X, Y)
( ' >~

Then by the fact Var(X)=λκ> + λn, Var(Y) = ̂ 1+λlί and Cov(X, Y)=λu we have

-pr-y γ\_ _ *_ιι

^ ' J

as to be proved.

Then we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 3. 2. If the random vector (X, Y) has the joint probability distribu-
tion given in the theorem 3. 1 and if we assume X, Y are uncorrelated then we
have the joint distribution

for any integer k = Q, 1, 2, •••, /=0, 1, 2, ••• that is X and Y are independent random
variables of Poisson laws.

Proof. In the definition of the joint distribution we put in the sum
5=0, 1, 2, •••, min(fe, /) then the sum remain δ = 0 only and we generally consider
0° = 1.

2. In the preceding section § 3. 1 we have discussed the limit distribution of
the bivariate binomial distribution consists of n independent bivariate Bernoulli
distribution

P(X=Q, F=0)=/>00,

P(X=Q, Γ=l)=/>oι and P(X=l, Y=l)=pn

as 72 —» oo where we assume npιo = λιo, np0ι = λ01 and npn — λn are fixed numbers.
We assume the two random variables X, Y of the bivariate Bernoulli random
vector (X, Y) are independent and if we put npio = λί0 and np0ί = λ0ι are fixed
variables and npu is bounded then if we put npn=λn then we have ^n— >0
as n-*oo. Then we have p1Q = O(l/n), pQι = O(l/n) and />n->0 as n->oo. Since
poo = l—piQ—poι—pιι we have p00-^l as ^->oo.

By the independence of X, Y we have seen poopu=pιopoι that is pιι=pιopoι/poo
=O(l/n2), if we put npίi = λn then we have λn = O(L/ri): ^n->0 as n-^c&. Therefore
we have the fact that the limit distribution of the bivariate binimial distribution
approaches to the bivariate Poisson distribution of λn — 0 as to be proved.

Then we have the next theorem.

THEOREM 3.3. The limit distribution as n-+cv of bivariate binomial distribu-
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tion of the sum of n independent bivanate Bernoulli vectors (Xlt Fi), ~ ,(Xn, Yn)

which have the same distribution poo, pi0, Ai and pu is given by the following form

P(X=k, F=/)= λl°*λ'11 g-<Ίo-'oι)

for any k,l = 0,1,2, ••• where we assumed that np1() = λιG, npoi — λoi are fixed values

and npn is bounded.
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